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Motivation
• Most existing MD and CD studies on bubble nucleation of He
on W assume perfect tungsten
• However, real materials are not free of defects
 Impurities
 Intrinsic defects
 Particularly, highly non-equilibrium concentrations of point
defects and point defect clusters induced by neutron
damage
- W irradiated by fission test reactor spectrum shows 30 appm
vacancy (Hu et al, JNM 2016)
- Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations of 14-MeV neutron
irradiated W predicts 300 -9000 appm (Nandipati et al, FST 2016)

Motivation
Questions
1. Will these pre‐existing defects affect helium bubble
nucleation behavior?
2. How to quantify the impact of pre‐existing defects on
helium bubble nucleation at various radiation conditions?

Use OKMC (Object Kinetic Monte Carlo) code
• We use the OKMC code KSOME (Kinetic Simulation of
Microstructure Evolution) developed by our collaborators
at PNNL
• Simulate diffusion, clustering, coalescence, dissociation,
and trap mutation, but neither dislocation loop punching
nor bubble bursting
• Benchmarked with MD simulations and cluster dynamics
modeling for high-flux implantation (~ 1025 He m-2s-1),
showing excellent agreement in terms of helium
retention, size distribution and number density of
clusters, and surface adatom density.

Simulation setup
• He implanted with thermal energy, sampling the
implantation depth profile obtained by MD simulations of
100-eV He on W
• Only consider pre-existing vacancies as a first step. Also,
assume vacancy distribution is random in the target
• Flux from 1E22 to 1E26 m-2s-1
• Temperature: 473, 673, 973, 1273, 1473 K
• Vacancy concentration: 0, 1, 5, 20, 50 appm
• Each case were averaged over 100 runs for good
statistics

Results – flux effect on helium retention

T = 973 K

 For flux of 4E25, the pre‐
existing vacancy makes little
impact on either He
retention or cumulative
depth distribution of clusters

 For flux of 5E22 without pre‐
existing vacancy, almost no He
retention. Both He retention
and cumulative depth
distribution are affected
significantly by vacancy
concentration

Results – temperature effect on helium retention
Flux = 5E22 m‐2 s‐1

 Lower temperature leads to
higher He retention

 For T = 473 K, the pre‐
existing vacancy leads to the
increase of the retained He
by 50%, due to both self‐
trapping and vacancy‐
trapping contributing
significantly to bubble
nucleation.

Results – snapshots
Case I: Both trapping mechanisms contribute significantly
T = 473 K, Flux = 5E22 m‐2 s‐1
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Results – snapshots
Case II: Self‐trapping completely dominates
T = 973 K, Flux =4E25 m‐2 s‐1
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Looks almost the same!
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Construct phase diagrams
• To quantify the relative contribution of selftrapping and vacancy-trapping to helium
retention at given flux and T, we define a ratio
Contribution
Ratio

=

He retention without vacancy
He retention with vacancy

Thus, if the ratio:
> 0.5, self‐trapping dominant
< 0.5, vacancy‐trapping dominant

• Phase diagram: plot the contribution ratio
against flux and temperature at fluence of 5E19
m-2
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Another way to quantify contribution
•

The formation of He clusters or HeV clusters primarily relies on the
initial reaction rate of He-He and He-V. According to cluster
dynamics, reaction rates of these two reactions are given by
He-He reaction (self trapping): 4π(RHe+RHe)(DHe+DHe)CHeCHe
He-V reaction (vacancy trapping): 4π(RHe+RV)(DHe+DV)CHeCV

•

Thus, the ratio of the reaction rates depends on the ratio of the
concentration CHe/CV.
• Inspired by this, we can then define the contribution ratio as
Contribution
Ratio

=

Number density* of He cluster with no pre‐existing vacancy
Initial number density of pre‐existing vacancy

* Calculated at fluence of 5E19 m‐2

Thus, if the ratio:
> 1, self‐trapping dominant
< 1, vacancy‐trapping dominant
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Summary
•
•
•

•

•

We use the OKMC code to study helium clustering below tungsten
surface as a function of implantation flux, temperature and initial
vacancy concentration;
Two approaches to construct phase diagrams to quantify the relative
contribution of the two trapping mechanisms dominating cluster
nucleation;
For very high flux( > 1E25 m-2s-1, lower bound of most MD simulations),
self-trapping dominants completely. Contribution from vacancy trapping
makes negligible impact to helium retention and number density of
clusters.
For intermediate flux ( ranging from 4E22 to 8E24 m-2s-1, the divertor
and other plasma-facing components expected in ITER ), helium
retention and number density is sensitive to initial vacancy
concentration.
For low flux (< 4E22 m-2s-1, linear devices), helium retention and
number density dominated by the initial vacancy concentration
completely

Backup slides

Impact of vacancy distribution
•
•

Random distribution of vacancies versus distribution from highenergy displacement cascades
Use cascades from 75 keV PKA at T=1025 K
Two examples of the cascades
Interstitial clusters

vacancy clusters

 Legends:
• Grey ball: vacancy
• Yellow ball: interstitial
 Size of the box: 31.8 x 31.8 x 31.8 nm3

Results
• The cascades were randomly inserted into the target at the beginning of the
simulations
• Simulation conditions: T=1025 K, flux = 1E24 m‐2s‐1, fluence=5E19 m‐2s‐1
Table. Comparison of percentage of retained He
size of simulation
box (nm3)

No vacancy

Cascade vacancies

Random in cascade
volume*

Random in whole
target

50 x 50 x 25

1.1±0.6 %

3.8±1.2 %

4.6±1.9 %

13.1±1.2 %

*The cascade volume is the smallest volume to enclose the cascades, i.e., 11.5 x 11.5 x 11.5 nm3

 The preliminary conclusion is that the vacancies from the neutron damage can
trap helium, but not as effective as isolated vacancies.
 The vacancy concentration in the region of He implantation depth affects He
bubble nucleation rate significantly.

Key simulation setups
• He/Vacancy/SIA diffusion kinetics
-

Hen: n≥7 immobile
SIAn: n≥6 immobile
VAC: n≥2 immobile

critical numbers when
clusters become immobile

• Binding energies calculated from formation energies
EAB -> A + B = Ef(A) + Ef(B) – Ef (AB)
• Trap mutation (TM) for HeV complex
He9 -> He9V1 + SIA
critical numbers when
He10V1 -> He10V2 + SIA
trap mutation occurs
He15V2 -> He15V3 + SIA
…………………………
TM happens when He/VAC ratio is multiplication of 4
for # of He ≥ 112
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Simulation setup – reaction
radius

Where:

γ = 1.15, which is the bias factor for SIAs;
a0 = 3.16 Å, which is the lattice constant;
ε: a small correction, we set it to 0;
r0 = √3a0/4, which is half the 1st nearest neighbor distance;
r1 = 3.0 Å
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Table source: Becquart et al JNM 2010

